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Abstract

Style control, content preservation, and fluency001
determine the quality of text style transfer mod-002
els. To train on a nonparallel corpus, several003
existing approaches aim to deceive the style004
discriminator with an adversarial loss. How-005
ever, adversarial training significantly degrades006
fluency compared to the other two metrics. In007
this work, we explain this phenomenon with008
the energy-based interpretation and leverage a009
pretrained language model to improve fluency.010
Specifically, we propose a novel approach of011
applying the pretrained language model to the012
text style transfer framework by restructuring013
the discriminator and the model itself, allow-014
ing the generator and the discriminator to also015
take advantage of the power of the pretrained016
model. We evaluate our model on four public017
benchmarks Amazon, Yelp, GYAFC, and Civil018
Comments and achieve state-of-the-art perfor-019
mance on the overall metrics.020

1 Introduction021

Text style transfer is the task of converting a sen-022

tence from one style to another while preserving023

style-agnostic semantics. In solving the text style024

transfer task, three criteria must be considered: 1)025

style control, how well a style has transferred from026

the original sentence to the generated one, 2) con-027

tent preservation, how well the generated sentence028

has retained the semantics from the original, and 3)029

fluency, how natural the generated sentence is.030

Text style transfer is challenging in that convert-031

ing a style of the sentence fluently often conflicts032

with preserving the content (John et al., 2019; Prab-033

humoye et al., 2018; Gong et al., 2019). To ad-034

dress this challenge, several supervised text style035

transfer methods have been attempted (Al Nahas036

et al., 2019; Lai et al., 2021), but style-labeled037

sentence pairs are not often available, making it038

less practical in a real-world setting. Therefore,039

unsupervised text style transfer approaches have040

been popular using autoencoder (Hu et al., 2017),041
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Figure 1: Energy-based interpretation for fluency degra-
dation. Deceiving energy-based discriminator D re-
quires 1) minimizing the energy E between the trans-
ferred sentence x̂′ and the target style s′, and 2) maximiz-
ing the energy between the sentence x̂′ and the original
style s. However, the style s and s′ are originated from
the same language, so maximizing E(x̂′, s) degrades
the overall fluency. It is an interpretation of Eq. (6).

back-translation (Prabhumoye et al., 2018; Lample 042

et al., 2018), and reinforcement learning (Xu et al., 043

2018; Luo et al., 2019). Among the previous stud- 044

ies, Style Transformer (Dai et al., 2019) achieved 045

fine-grained style control by deceiving the style 046

discriminator through adversarial training. Aside 047

from its strength, however, the adversarial models 048

including Style Transformer suffer from fluency 049

degradation for the generated sentences. 050

In this paper, we analyze the reason behind the 051

fluency degradation in adversarial models by re- 052

viewing Style Transformer. To interpret what ex- 053

actly fluency is, we introduce the notion of en- 054

ergy (Hinton, 2002; Lecun et al., 2006), which 055

is the entropy in variables. The energy function, 056

which measures the energy of input variables with 057

respect to a particular style, outputs low energy 058

if the inputs are common in that style and out- 059

puts high energy otherwise. For example, a for- 060

mal/informal sentence would likely have low en- 061

ergy in formality corpora, while sentences that has 062

nothing to do with formality (e.g., political ex- 063

pressions) would have high energy in the corpora. 064
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Figure 2: A structural dilemma to apply pretrained mod-
els to adversarial learning. To propagate gradients to
generated tokens, the generator, discriminator, and LM
should have the same vocabulary and tokenizer. How-
ever, publicly available pretrained models (e.g., BERT
and GPT) use their own tokenizers, so the discriminator
and LM may need to be trained from scratch if we apply
the pretrained model to the generator.

Hence, we define fluency as having low energy in065

particular corpora, in which the fluent sentences ex-066

press one of the styles in the corpora. As illustrated067

in Figure 1, fluency degrades while deceiving the068

discriminator, since the adversarial learning max-069

imizes the energy to the source style and drives070

the generated sentence far away from the distribu-071

tion of the corpora. To counter fluency degrada-072

tion, we introduce a regularizer using a language073

model (LM) to keep the generated sentences in the074

distribution of the corpus. This LM-based regular-075

izer keeps the generated sentences in the corpora076

by pulling the sentence to the target corpus.077

To apply the LM-based regularizer, it is desirable078

to bring the pretrained model such as GPT-2 (Rad-079

ford et al., 2019) for fluent generation. Moreover,080

fluency is expected to improve further when the081

generator and the discriminator are also replaced082

with a pretrained model. However, as shown in Fig-083

ure 2, the generator, discriminator, and LM must084

share the same vocabulary and tokenizer in order to085

propagate gradients successfully. Thus, inefficiency086

arises in that the two of three modules may need087

to be re-trained from scratch because the existing088

pretrained models are based on different tokenizers.089

We restructure the discriminator and LM such that090

the pretrained model is applied to all three modules:091

the generator, discriminator, and LM.092

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:093

• We analyze the fluency degradation in adver-094

sarial training with the energy-based interpre-095

tation, and propose a regularizer leveraging a 096

language model to prevent fluency degrada- 097

tion. 098

• We reconstruct the discriminator and lan- 099

guage model such that the pretrained language 100

model can be employed in the text style trans- 101

fer framework. 102

• We achieve new state-of-the-art results on 103

Amazon, Yelp, GYAFC, Civil Comments 104

datasets and carefully analyze the contribu- 105

tion of each component of our model. 106

2 Related Work 107

2.1 Unsupervised style transfer 108

Many of the previous studies aimed to learn dis- 109

entangled representations of text by separating the 110

meaning of sentences into content and style in the 111

latent space. For instance, Shen et al. (2017) trained 112

a cross-aligned autoencoder to learn a shared la- 113

tent space for contents while learning a separate 114

representation for styles using adversarial learn- 115

ing. Yang et al. (2018) further extended this cross- 116

aligned approach by leveraging a language model 117

as a discriminator to enhance the informativeness 118

and stability of adversarial training. These works 119

with disentangled representations showed a rea- 120

sonable performance with high interpretability, but 121

disentangled content representations could still con- 122

tain style-relevant information as pointed out by 123

Lample et al. (2018). In addition, there is a limita- 124

tion in that the meaning of the input sentence must 125

be expressed in a fixed-size vector with limited 126

capacity (Dai et al., 2019). 127

In contrast, there have been methods without 128

disentangled representations that did not explicitly 129

disentangle the content and style of text. There also 130

have been several approaches using reinforcement 131

learning (Xu et al., 2018; Luo et al., 2019) and 132

back-translation (Lample et al., 2018; Prabhumoye 133

et al., 2018). Dai et al. (2019) proposed a new style 134

transfer model based on the transformer architec- 135

ture without disentangled representations. Wang 136

et al. (2019) proposed an unsupervised framework 137

by editing entangled latent representations. Our 138

work proposes a new way of effectively leveraging 139

a pretrained language model into an unsupervised 140

text style transfer task. 141
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2.2 Style transfer with pretrained models142

Recently, pretrained language models have had a143

huge success on various NLP tasks such as ma-144

chine translation (Chronopoulou et al., 2020) and145

text summarization (Liu and Lapata, 2019). Fur-146

thermore, the models are also being used in text147

style transfer task. Sudhakar et al. (2019) leveraged148

GPT (Radford et al., 2018) to capture a representa-149

tion of content words in a source sentence with that150

of attribute words which are retrieved from a target151

style corpus. Malmi et al. (2020) used a padded152

masked language model (Mallinson et al., 2020)153

variant, which is pretrained on the same corpora154

that BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) used. It removed155

the necessity to predetermine the number of tokens156

to be infilled on a source sentence. Although they157

exploited the power of pretrained models, our ap-158

proach differs in the fact that we train our model159

adversarially in an end-to-end manner.160

For the purpose of transferring writing styles161

between authors, Syed et al. (2020) pretrained a162

language model from scratch on the author cor-163

pus with masked language modeling. Laugier et al.164

(2021) detoxified toxic texts by finetuning a pre-165

trained T5 with two additional objectives: a de-166

noising objective and a cycle-consistency objective.167

However, these studies only focused on a specific168

domain. Meanwhile, Lai et al. (2021) finetuned169

BART (Lewis et al., 2020) using parallel data with170

policy gradient (Sutton et al., 1999) which maxi-171

mized two rewards: a style classifier reward and a172

BLEU score reward. However, as the model was173

trained with supervision, it is infeasible to directly174

compare it with our work. Our work incorporates175

pretrained models with adversarial training, and it176

shows great performance on various domains while177

trained on the nonparallel corpus.178

2.3 Energy-based model179

The conventional probabilistic model outputs the180

normalized probability p(x) for input variable x.181

In contrast, the energy-based model outputs the182

non-normalized scalar value E(x) denoted as en-183

ergy (Hinton, 2002; Lecun et al., 2006) With the184

energy-based model, we can classify x by com-185

paring the energy of each label, or generate x by186

optimizing argminxE(x).187

There are several works leveraging the energy-188

based model in image generation (Ngiam et al.,189

2011; Zhao et al., 2017), text generation (Deng190

et al., 2019; Bakhtin et al., 2021), and reinforce-191

ment learning (Haarnoja et al., 2017). We borrow 192

the main idea of the energy-based model which 193

expresses the classifier in the form of the energy 194

function. We show that Style Transformer can be 195

interpreted as an energy-based model by decompos- 196

ing the discriminator, and provide the reason why 197

fluency degradation occurs when we try to deceive 198

the style discriminator. 199

3 Method 200

In the unsupervised setting, we assume the non- 201

parallel corpus X = {x(0), x(1), · · · , x(m)} and 202

X′ = {x′(0), x′(1), · · · , x′(m)}, and denote each 203

style of the corpus as s and s′. The objective is 204

to train a style transfer model G in an unsupervised 205

way such that a sentence x is turned into a sentence 206

x̂′ having the similar content but the style of the 207

other corpus. 208

3.1 Preliminaries 209

Style Transformer Dai et al. (2019) proposed 210

the unsupervised style transfer model based on the 211

transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017). On 212

their work, the self loss Lself and cycle loss Lcycle 213

are used to preserve content, while the style loss 214

Lstyle aims to control style. Let the generator G take 215

the source sentence x and the style s. If we transfer 216

the sentence to its originated style in x̂ ∼ G (x, s), 217

the model should output the same sentence. Target- 218

ing this reconstruction, the self loss is defined as 219

220

Lself(θG) = −E [log p (G(x, s) = x)] (1) 221

which is the cross entropy between the recon- 222

structed sentence x̂ and source sentence x. 223

While transferring the sentence to the target style 224

in x̂′ ∼ G (x, s′), the content of the sentence should 225

be preserved. Along with the previous studies (Lo- 226

geswaran et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018), Style Trans- 227

former adopts the cycle loss 228

Lcycle(θG) = −Ex̂′∼G(x,s′)

[
log p

(
G(x̂′, s) = x

)]
(2) 229

which regularizes the generated sentence to be iden- 230

tical with the source sentence when re-transferred 231

to the original style. 232

For style control, Style Transformer leverages 233

an external model that discriminates the style. The 234

discriminator D judges the consistency between 235

the given sentence x and attribute s. The discrimi- 236

nator is trained separately from the generator and 237
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Figure 3: Overall structure of our model. Our model learns how to transfer the style and preserve the content through
four mechanisms; a model (a) reconstructs a source sentence, (b) cyclically reconstructs a sentence in a style of
source corpus while preserving its content, (c) deceives a discriminator by generating a target corpus style-like
sentence, and (d) improves fluency of generated sentence by using langauge model. All modules leverages BART
and trained in the end-to-end manner.

takes the generated sentences also as negative sam-238

ples along with the original sentences. The training239

process for the discriminator optimizes240

Ldisc(θD) = −E [logD (c | x, s)] (3)241

where labeling {(x, s), (x̂′, s)} in positive as c = 1,242

{(x, s′), (x̂′, s′)} in negative as c = 0. Style Trans-243

former targets to deceive the discriminator by gen-244

erating sentences with the target style:245

Lstyle(θG) = −Ex̂′∼G(x,s′)

[
logD

(
c = 1

∣∣∣ x̂′, s′
)]
(4)246

The upper part of Figure 3 describes how each loss247

works in our model.248

In the cycle and style loss, the gradients should249

be propagated into the generated sentences, but250

the nature of discreteness of language prevents the251

trivial solution. To propagate the gradients directly,252

Style Transformer feeds the generated sentences253

to the discriminator in the form of the softmax dis-254

tribution for each token. This soft representation255

of the sentences empirically reports better perfor-256

mance than REINFORCE (Williams, 1992) and the257

gumbel softmax (Jang et al., 2017).258

BART Style Transformer follows the transformer259

encoder-decoder structure and initializes weights260

by training the dataset in an autoencoding manner.261

In contrast, we leverage BART (Lewis et al., 2020),262

a denoising autoencoder for pretraining sequence-263

to-sequence models, to enhance Style Transformer.264

BART is pretrained on two tasks: text in-filling and265

sentence shuffling. The text in-filling task trains266

the model to predict the masked span from a sen- 267

tence, and the sentence shuffling task reorders the 268

shuffled sentences in the right order. Both tasks are 269

trained with the denoising autoencoder structure 270

which takes the corrupted sentence x̃ and predicts 271

the original sentence x in an auto-regressive man- 272

ner: 273

L(θ) = −E

[∑
i

log (p(xi | x1:i−1, x̃; θ))

]
(5) 274

3.2 Energy-based interpretation for fluency 275

degradation 276

In our preliminary study, we found that there is a 277

significant gap between the perplexity of the target 278

corpus and the generated sentences. Based on the 279

energy-based interpretation (Hinton, 2002; Lecun 280

et al., 2006), we hypothesize that fluency degra- 281

dation occurs due to the style discriminator. The 282

energy-based model estimates the dependency be- 283

tween the sample x and the label s, and outputs the 284

scalar value implying energy between them. If the 285

energy is high, the entropy between the sample and 286

label is high so those are likely to be independent 287

of each other. The energy-based classifier outputs 288

the probability of each label by the ratio between 289

the energy of labels. With this interpretation, the 290

style discriminator could be decomposed into 291

D
(
c = 1

∣∣∣ x̂′, s′
)
=

exp(−E(x̂′,s′))
exp(−E(x̂′,s′))+exp(−E(x̂′,s))

(6) 292

which is the exponential ratio of the negative en- 293

ergy E between the transferred sentence x̂′ and 294
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style s or s′. This expression matches the real im-295

plementation as the discriminator takes the sen-296

tence x and style s as input and outputs the two297

logits for each label. Each logit value means the298

negative energy of style s and s′, and the dis-299

criminator calculates the softmax output between300

them. To deceive the style discriminator, the gen-301

erator needs to minimize E(x̂′, s′) while maximiz-302

ing E(x̂′, s). Meanwhile, the energy between the303

sentence and style could be interpreted as the per-304

plexity or entropy of the sentence with the origi-305

nal style in E(x̂′, s) ≈ PPLs(x̂′). Maximizing the306

perplexity with the original style degrades the flu-307

ency of the generated sentences because both styles308

are from the corpora sharing syntactic and seman-309

tic attributes. If we generalize the discriminator310

D(c = 1|x, s) to D(s|x), this energy-based inter-311

pretation provides a mathematical reason why the312

adversarial model, which tries to deceive the style313

classifier, suffers from fluency degradation.314

Inspired by the work of Yang et al. (2018), our315

model leverages a language model to prevent the316

generated sentence from being out of the distribu-317

tion of the corpora. As the discriminator pushes out318

the sentence from the distribution, we require an ad-319

ditional power to pull it back into the corpora. Thus,320

we introduce a fluency loss Lfluent which pulls the321

generated sentence into the target corpus distribu-322

tion. For each style s, we train a language model323

with LLM(θLMs) = −E [
∑

i log pLMs(xi;x1:i−1)]324

in advance, and optimize the cross entropy of the325

generated sentence during training along with other326

losses as327

Lfluency(θG) = −
∑
i

piG(x̂′; x, s′) log piLMs′
(x̂′)

(7)328

where piG(x̂′; x, s′) = pG(x̂′i; x̂′1:i−1, x, s′) and329

piLMs′
(x̂′) = pLMs′ (x̂

′
i; x̂′1:i−1). We report and an-330

alyze the fluency enhancement with this loss in331

Section 4.6.332

3.3 Consideration for structural dilemma333

toward adversarial training334

For fluent generation, it is desirable to apply the pre-335

trained model (Radford et al., 2019; Brown et al.,336

2020) to the regularizer. Not only for the LM, we337

apply the pretrained model also to the generator338

and discriminator for fluent style control. As Style339

Transformer uses the Transformer encoder-decoder340

structure, we can readily apply BART to the gen-341

erator, but there is an architectural problem for342

the style discriminator and the language model. 343

When training Style Transformer, the style discrim- 344

inator takes the softmax distribution of the gener- 345

ated sentences, and thus the discriminator should 346

share the same vocabulary as the generator. This 347

problem is not only limited to Style Transformer 348

but also expands to the model requiring gradient 349

back-propagation on token level using gumbel soft- 350

max (Jang et al., 2017). As the discriminator in 351

Style Transformer adopts the transformer encoder 352

structure, BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) is the most 353

feasible option, but there is no publicly available 354

BERT model with the BART vocab. This requires 355

training BERT from scratch which needs a lot of 356

resources. If the discriminator is not based on the 357

pretrained model, the fluency degrades significantly 358

as shown in section 4.6. 359

There is, however, a rather simple solution to 360

this problem of mismatching tokenizers: We use 361

the same pretrained model for the generator and 362

discriminator. Thus, we leverage the BART clas- 363

sifier proposed by the original BART paper. The 364

BART classifier takes the same sequence x in the 365

encoder and decoder, and predicts the class label 366

at the <eos> token position at the decoder. Fig- 367

ure 3 describes the style discriminator with BART. 368

As the generator and discriminator share the same 369

BART vocab, the softmax distribution on the vocab 370

could be transferred in an end-to-end manner. 371

Just like the generator and the discriminator, we 372

use the pretrained model also for the language 373

model. We adopt BART again to share the same 374

vocab and tokenizer, and also take advantage of the 375

BART decoder which works as the language model 376

in the text infilling task (Lewis et al., 2020). Fig- 377

ure 3 shows how we adopt BART to the language 378

model. To tackle the problem similarly with the text 379

infilling task, we feed the mask token in form of 380

[<bos>,<mask>,<eos>] into the encoder and 381

freeze it while finetuning the decoder to the target 382

corpus. After finetuning separate language models 383

for both styles, we leverage them to enhance the 384

fluency of the generated sentences by Eq. (7). We 385

concatenate the target style label in front of the in- 386

put of the BART encoder and decoder as depicted 387

on Figure 3. The other details on architecture and 388

training are available in Appendix A. 389
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4 Experiments390

4.1 Datasets391

For the experiments, we use four widely-392

used English datasets: Amazon, Yelp reviews,393

Grammarly’s Yahoo Answers Formality Corpus394

(GYAFC), and Civil Comments. Dataset statistics395

are available in Appendix B.396

Amazon The Amazon dataset is a product re-397

view dataset, labeled as either a positive or negative398

sentiment style. We use the preprocessed dataset399

provided by Wang et al. (2019) but use a raw sen-400

tence due to the pretrained model having its own401

tokenizer.402

Yelp Following the work of Shen et al. (2017),403

we conduct experiments on the Yelp dataset1. The404

Yelp dataset is a restaurant and business review405

dataset with positive and negative sentiments. Only406

reviews between 10 and 180 in character lengths407

are included, and reviews with a rating of 5 are408

labeled positive, and reviews with ratings of 1 and409

2 are labeled negative.410

GYAFC The GYAFC dataset (Rao and Tetreault,411

2018) is a question and answer dataset on the online412

forum, consisting of informal and formal sentences413

from the two categories: Entertainment & Music414

and Family & Relationships.415

Civil Comments The Civil Comments dataset2416

consists of comments to worldwide news and their417

toxicity measured by crowd raters (Borkan et al.,418

2019). Referring to the work of Laugier et al.419

(2021), we label the comment over a score of 0.5420

as toxic, and label as non-toxic if the comment has421

a zero toxicity.422

4.2 Baselines423

We choose four unsupervised baselines,424

CrossAlign (Shen et al., 2017), Style Trans-425

former (ST) (Dai et al., 2019), Masker (Malmi426

et al., 2020) , and Thk.BART (Lai et al., 2021),427

since they are similar to our proposed method.428
3 CrossAlign is based on adversarial learning429

and Style Transformer is the basis of our model430

architecture. Masker utilized the pretraining431

process of BERT and used pretrained models,432

1https://www.yelp.com/dataset
2https://www.tensorflow.org/datasets/catalog/civil_comments
3Thk.BART is originally a supervised model, so we only

employ the refinement part with reinforcement learning while
inputting a source sentence instead of the transferred one.

GPT-2 and BART. We report Source Copy and 433

Target Copy which evaluates the source and target 434

corpus with the same metrics. 435

4.3 Evaluation metrics 436

An expected output sentence is a sentence trans- 437

ferred to the target style while preserving the con- 438

tent of the input sentence and maintaining its flu- 439

ency. Therefore, the performance is measured by 440

three criteria: 1) style transfer accuracy 2) content 441

preservation 3) fluency. 442

Style transfer accuracy This metric indicates 443

how many generated sentences are accurately trans- 444

ferred to the target style. This is measured by the 445

prediction accuracy of the style classifier imple- 446

mented by a finetuned BERT classifier. 447

Content preservation This metric is computed 448

by BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) between the 449

generated sentences and inputs themselves 4. We 450

denote this metric as self -BLEU. 451

For GYAFC task, as human-written reference 452

sentences are available, we additionally measure 453

the BLEU score between generated sentences and 454

human-written references. We denote this metric 455

as ref -BLEU. 456

Fluency This metric is measured by the average 457

perplexity (PPL) of the generated sentences using 458

a finetuned GPT-2 model. 459

Overall metric Since the style transfer accuracy 460

and content preservation are trade-off, we report 461

the harmonic mean of the classifier’s accuracy and 462

BLEU (self -BLEU, ref -BLEU) as the overall per- 463

formance (Luo et al., 2019; Lai et al., 2021), except 464

for the perplexity. 465

4.4 Quantitative Results 466

Table 1 and 2 show the experimental results on the 467

GYAFC dataset and other datasets, Amazon, Yelp, 468

Civil Comments, respectively. 469

The perplexity of the source copy is not ex- 470

tremely high when compared to human references 471

in Table 1. This is because the source and tar- 472

get corpus are monolingual and share a common 473

topic such as entertainment or human relation- 474

ships. Therefore, it numerically proves that the en- 475

ergy functions for each style are similar, so text 476

style transfer models should maintain low perplex- 477

ity while transferring the sentence. Even without 478

4We measure BLEU score by NLTK word tokenizer (Loper
and Bird, 2002) and multi-bleu.perl.
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Entertainment & Music Family & Relationships
Approach ref-B. self-B. Acc. H.mean PPL ↓ ref-B. self-B. Acc. H.mean PPL ↓
Source Copy 40.3 100 11.1 24.0 79.0 41.0 100 11.1 24.2 52.1
Human Ref. 100 21.4 86.3 43.9 47.4 100 22.8 86.8 45.9 31.0
CrossAlign (Shen et al., 2017) 3.81 3.41 73.8 5.3 119 2.93 2.86 63.4 4.24 72.2
ST (Dai et al., 2019) 32.3 55.1 59.3 45.5 428 35.1 55.7 49.7 45.0 193
Masker (Malmi et al., 2020) 38.6 75.7 25.2 38.0 98.9 39.1 77.1 22.9 36.5 61.6
Thk.BART (Lai et al., 2021) 40.1 99.3 11.3 24.3 77.8 40.8 99.0 11.5 24.7 53.5
Ours 48.4 60.0 62.3 56.2 50.6 50.9 57.6 70.0 58.5 38.1

Table 1: Experimental results on Entertainment & Music and Family & Relationships set of GYAFC dataset. ↓
indicates the smaller the better. Acc., self-B., ref-B., and H.mean indicate accuracy, self-BLEU, ref-BLEU, and
harmonic mean, respectively. Among the methods except for Source Copy and Human Reference, the best result is
shown in bold, and the second-highest result is underlined.

Amazon Yelp Civil Comments
Approach self-B. Acc. H.mean PPL ↓ self-B. Acc. H.mean PPL ↓ self-B. Acc. H.mean PPL ↓
Source Copy 100 13.1 23.2 40.3 100 3.4 6.5 55.1 100 14.9 26.0 70.7
Target Copy - 86.9 - 26.2 - 96.6 - 29.4 - 85.1 - 57.5
CrossAlign - - - - 11.3 36.7 17.2 396 - - - -
ST 91.1 21.8 35.3 58.9 21.0 51.1 29.7 192 23.2 33.9 27.5 187
Masker 73.1 28.3 40.8 67.3 71.9 26.8 39.0 69.0 73.0 28.6 41.1 102
Thk.BART 99.5 13.1 23.2 40.1 86.8 3.25 6.27 57.8 75.7 35.2 48.1 63.3
Ours 60.1 74.6 66.6 51.0 66.0 72.4 69.1 58.9 62.1 74.5 67.7 88.1

Table 2: Experimental results on the YELP and Amazon dataset. ↓ indicates the smaller the better. Among the
methods except for Source and Target Copy, the best result is shown in bold, and the second-highest result is
underlined.

human references, we can observe the same phe-479

nomenon by comparing the perplexity of the target480

copy as in Table 2.481

Cross Align, which is based on autoencoder, has482

very low self BLEU due to the poor reconstruction483

on the input sentence. Style Transformer shows484

high accuracy in general, but unfortunately it re-485

ports high perplexity. As we mentioned before, the486

perplexity of Style Transformer is high because487

the generated sentence deviates from the source488

style corpus. Thk.BART has a considerably high489

self -BLEU at the expense of the accuracy. In other490

words, this means that the input sentence is being491

outputted without text style transfer through the492

model. Therefore, it shows a relatively low perplex-493

ity, which is similar to the perplexity of the source494

copy.495

Considering the harmonic mean as overall per-496

formance, our model outperforms the baselines on497

all datasets. Futhermore, our model achieves the498

lowest perplexity (53.8, 41.8) on each GYAFC EM,499

FR dataset, which is a little difference from the per-500

plexity of human reference (47.4, 31.0). The model501

yields a sufficiently desirable perplexity for the rest502

of the datasets in Table 2.503

4.5 Qualitative Results 504

Table 3 shows some of style transfer results by each 505

model on GYAFC Entertainment & Music and Yelp 506

dataset. 5 507

An original example of GYAFC dataset is an 508

informal sentence that ‘u’, the beginning of the 509

sentence, begins in a lowercase letter. CrossAlign 510

and ST do not properly transfer the text style. 511

CrossAlign completely fails to transfer the style, 512

while ST converts an unrelated verb into ‘Look’ 513

and the fluency was also degraded with the appear- 514

ance of two verbs (‘Look Mean’) in a row. In the 515

case of our model, a desirable sentence is generated 516

by converting ‘u’ into a formal form of ‘You’ and 517

generating ‘Y’ of ‘You’ that starts with a capital 518

letter. 519

An original example of Yelp dataset is a negative 520

sentence that the author does ‘not recommended’ 521

the bubble tea because it is ‘not good’ due to ‘care- 522

less’ boss or server. Our model transferred into 523

a positive sentence well by excluding ‘not’ and 524

replacing ‘careless’ with ‘caring’ and ‘not’ with 525

‘highly’. CrossAlign correctly excludes ‘not’, but 526

the fluency is declined by generating an additional 527

word ‘great’. ST does not preserve the content and 528

5More examples are available in Appendix D.
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GYAFC Entertainment & Music (informal → formal)
Original u mean all actors who’ve ever played superman?

CrossAlign Can you find out about this year that knows?
ST Look mean all actors who’ve ever played superman?

Masker Do u mean all actors who’ve ever played superman?
Thk. BART u mean all actors who’ve ever played superman?

Ours You refer to all actors who have ever played superman?
Yelp (negative → positive)

Original The bubble tea is really not good. The boss or sever has some kind of careless. Not recommend
CrossAlign The bubble tea is really good great. The thorough or <unk>

ST The bubble tea is really good. The boss or sever has some kind of careless. Not recommend
Masker The bubble tea is really good. The sever has some kind of careless. Highly recommend

Thk. BART The bubble tea is really not good. The boss or sever has some kind of careless. Not recommend
Ours The bubble tea is really good. The boss or sever has some kind of caring. Highly recommend

Table 3: Case Study on GYAFC Entertainment & Music and Yelp dataset. The red and blue words indicate bad
and good transfer, respectively. Texts with strikethrough( ) are a part of the original sentence whose content is not
preserved in a generated sentence.

even Masker, which generated a qualified sentence,529

could not manage to convert the ‘careless’ word.530

Yelp
Approach self-B. Acc. H.mean PPL ↓
ST (Dai et al., 2019) 21.0 51.1 29.7 192
+ GPT 65.5 65.0 65.2 101
+ GPT + Lfluency 66.0 64.5 65.2 78.3
+ GPT + DPT 63.8 76.6 69.6 63.5
Ours 66.0 72.4 69.1 58.9

Table 4: Ablation study on Yelp dataset. GPT and DPT
indicates applying the pretrained models to the gener-
ator and discriminator respect, and -LLM indicate the
fluency loss without leveraging pretrained parameters

4.6 Ablation study531

We conduct an ablation study to understand the532

contribution of each component in our proposed533

method. The results of ablation study on the Yelp534

dataset are shown in Table 4. We choose Yelp for535

the study because it has the longest average sen-536

tence lengths and the fluency degradation signifi-537

cantly occurs in Style Transformer which is our538

base model. As we can see, when a pretrained539

model is applied to the generator, all the metrics540

are improved. This implies that leveraging a pre-541

trained model is helpful when generating plausible542

sentences on style transfer task. We evaluate the543

impact of the fluency loss Lfluency by employing the544

vanilla transformer decoder trained on the target545

corpus. Although there is no change on the har-546

monic mean, fluency has improved considerably,547

which means there is a potential on Style Trans-548

former to improve fluency degraded by adversarial549

training. We check the effect of initializing the mul-550

tiple components with the pretrained weight by ap-551

plying BART also to the discriminator. Along with552

the pretrained discriminator, the harmonic mean 553

and fluency has significantly enhanced, so applying 554

this means pretrained discriminator is helpful on 555

improving overall performance of style transfer. At 556

last, when pretrained models are applied to all com- 557

ponent including the genrator, discriminator, and 558

LM, the output has enhanced at fluency showing 559

the best performance among all the other cases at 560

the expense of only a small performance drop on 561

harmonic mean. 562

5 Discussion 563

We have only conducted experiments on the widely- 564

used datasets to compare our work with previous 565

studies. These datasets are composed of binary 566

style classes such as positive and negative senti- 567

ments. Therefore, conducting experiments using 568

multi-class datasets (Lample et al., 2019) should be 569

considered. In addition, an objective human evalu- 570

ation of a third party can also be introduced. 571

6 Conclusion 572

Through the energy-based interpretation, we find 573

that the fluency is inevitably degraded when de- 574

ceiving the discriminator of Style Transformer (Dai 575

et al., 2019). The problem was solved by adding 576

an auxilliary LM-based regularizer. To apply the 577

regularizer to Style Transformer, we leverage the 578

pretrained model BART. Our model shows state-of- 579

the-art performance on text style transfer, content 580

preservation and fluency. Furthermore, we prove 581

the robustness of our model by conducting exten- 582

sive experiments on various styles. 583
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A Experimental setup850

Implementation details We first finetune a dis-851

criminator and language models with the source852

sentences and labels, and train the generator with853

the autoencoding objective using the training cor-854

pus. The language models are frozen, and the gen-855

erator and the discriminator are finetuned again in856

an end-to-end manner. The main training procedure857

is similar to the training strategy of GAN (Goodfel-858

low et al., 2014) in that we train the discriminator859

for several times while the generator takes one step.860

Architecture details Our implementation is 861

based on bart-base 6 of the Huggingface’s 862

Transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020), which has 863

406 million parameters in total. On inference time, 864

next token is decoded in a greedy fashion, and we 865

constrain n-gram whose n is bigger than three not 866

to be generated again. 867

Training details We perform a hyperparameter 868

tuning for every dataset. We record the model 869

checkpoint per 500 steps, and the model with the 870

highest harmonic mean in a single run is selected 871

as our final model. Our model is trained on a sin- 872

gle NVIDIA RTX A6000 machine, and it takes 873

about 30 hours to train Yelp dataset. We use the 874

AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) 875

with a batch size of 64. Initial learning rate of the 876

un-pretrained layers, such as the last linear layer 877

of the discriminator, are set to 2e−4, and all the 878

others are set to 3e−5. In addition, a cross entropy 879

of last linear layer in the discriminator is label- 880

smoothed (Szegedy et al., 2016) with α = 0.1. 881

B Dataset statistics 882

Dataset Style Train Dev Test Avg.Len

Amazon Positive 277K 1K 0.5K 64.1
Negative 278K 1K 0.5K

Yelp Positive 192K 5K 1K 131.1
Negative 192K 5K 1K

GYAFC Formal 53K 2K 1K 53.2
EM Informal 53K 3K 1K
GYAFC Formal 52K 2K 1K 53.8
FR Informal 52K 3K 1K
Civil Toxic 73K 4K 4K 99.3
Comments Non-Toxic 73K 4K 4K

Table 5: The datasets statistic. The amount of each
dataset (train, dev, test) is rounded up from a position
of thousand. Avg.Len indicates the average character
length of the dataset.

C Ethical consideration 883

We paid attention to avoid ethical issues because 884

some of the civil comments dataset includes insult- 885

ing remarks regarding a particular party or politi- 886

cian. However, just like changing toxicity to non- 887

toxicity, we proposed our work in anticipation of 888

positive applicability as in previous studies. 889

D More example for qualitative 890

evaluation 891

6Details of model are available in https:
//huggingface.co/facebook/bart-base.
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GYAFC Entertainment & Music (informal → formal)
Original i cant believe u asked that question, but i’ll answer it.

CrossAlign I cant believe that people know, I do not know about.
ST I prefer believe that u asked that question, but I’ll answer it.

Masker I cant believe u asked that question, but i’ll answer it.
Thk. BART i cant believe u asked that question, but i’ll answer it.

Ours I cannot believe you asked that question, but I’ll answer it.

Original This is sooo funny, it has perverted humor to it.
CrossAlign This is not good, but it is going to go.

ST This is sooo funny, it has perverted humor to it.
Masker This is sooo funny, it has perverted humor. to it.

Thk. BART This is sooo funny, it has perverted humor to it.
Ours This is very funny, it has perverted humor to it.

Original they make u think of who your with, and love them more than u did already
CrossAlign They need out of them, and they are in <unk>.

ST they, make u think of who your with, and love them more than u did already.
Masker they make u think of who your with, and love them more than u did already.

Thk. BART they make u think of who your with, and love them more than u did already
Ours They make you think of who you are with, and love them more than you did previously.

Original It goes somethin like that for the chorus.
CrossAlign It’s out for the other that time.

ST It goes involvinghin like that for the chorus.
Masker It goes some like that for the chorus.

Thk. BART It goes somethin like that for the chorus.
Ours It goes something similar to that for the chorus.

GYAFC Family & Relationships (informal → formal)
Original I love curly hair I like to run my fingers thru it

CrossAlign I wanted <unk> to me and I wanted it is the guy.
ST I love curly hair I like to run my fingers horror it horror tub me

Masker I would like to run my fingers thru it
Thk. BART I love curly hair I like to run my fingers thru it

Ours I love curly hair I like to run my fingers through it.

Original give a rose and express ur love
CrossAlign Ask him a little and kiss her.

ST Ask a rose and express you love.
Masker give a rose and express yourr love

Thk. BART give a rose and express ur love
Ours Give a rose and express your love.

Original u’ll see that no matter how hurt u r it’s still the simplest reason y u smile.
CrossAlign They do not worry about it.

ST A cannot see that no matter how hurt, using it is still the reason last someone you in fre simplest freind.
Masker You’ll see that no matter how hurt u r it’s still the simplest reason y u smile.

Thk. BART u’ll see that no matter how hurt u r it’s still the simplest reason y u smile.
Ours You will see that no matter how hurt you are, it is still the simplest reason you smile.

Original no, you are punish, and no tv for a month
CrossAlign no, you are, and, and you are a good thing.

ST Perhaps provide you are punish provide and noaith for a month a month a truth a sign a month provide a
email a good a her a her a her down

Masker no, you are punishing by no tv for a month
Thk. BART no , you are punish , and no tv for a month

Ours No, you are punished, and no television for a month.

Table 6: Case Study on GYFAC Entertainment & Music and GYAFC Family & Relationships dataset. The red and
blue words indicate bad and good transfer, respectively. Texts with strikethrough( ) are a part of the original sentence
whose content is not preserved in a generated sentence.
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Yelp (negative → positive)
Original Very rude waitress. We felt unwelcome and very uncomfortable. We will not return to this location...ever.

CrossAlign Very rude waitress. We loved it, very <unk> We will not return to this location...ever.
ST Very friendly waitress. We felt unwelcome and very uncomfortable. We will not return to this location...ever.

Masker Very nice and waitress. We felt verylcome and very uncomfortable. We will definitely return to this location...
ever.

Thk. BART Very rude waitress. We felt unwelcome and very uncomfortable. We will not return to this location...ever.
Ours Very friendly waitress. We felt welcome and very comfortable. We will definitely return to this location...ever.

Original Absolutely horrible! Called twice, never showed up... Avoid by all costs
CrossAlign Absolutely horrible! Fresh here, never showed up... Avoid by all costs

ST Absolutely fantastic! Called twice, never showed up... Avoid by all costs
Masker Absolutely amazing! Called twice, never showed up... Avoid all costs

Thk. BART Absolutely horrible! Called twice, never showed up ... Avoid by all costs
Ours Absolutely awesome! Called twice, always showed up... Thank you by all costs

Original Poor customer service Very expensive Macarons and bread are good!
CrossAlign Excellent customer service, affordable people and bread are good!

ST Excellent customer service Very knowledgeable Macarons and bread are good!
Masker Great customer service Very expensive Macarons and bread are good!

Thk. BART Poor customer service Very expensive Macarons and bread are good!
Ours Excellent customer service Very affordable Macarons and bread are good!

Original Shitty food for an exorbitant price. $4.50 for powdered hot chocolate, just as a sample.
CrossAlign Shitty food for an hour price. $4.50 for powdered hot chocolate, just as a sample.

ST Shped food for an ex hilariousant price. $4.50 for powdered hot chocolate, just as a sample.
Masker Shitty food for a exorbitant price. $ 4. 99 for powdered hot chocolate, just as a sample.

Thk. BART Shitty food for an exorbitant price. $4.50 for powdered hot chocolate, just as a sample.
Ours Great food for an great price. $4.50 for powdered hot chocolate, just as a sample.

Amazon (negative → positive)
Original I purchased them and when they arrived they were torn.

ST I purchased them and when they arrived they were torn.
Masker I purchased them and when they arrived they were torn apart.

Thk. BART I purchased them and when they arrived they were torn.
Ours I purchased them and when they arrived they were perfect.

Original I bought them and find them pretty annoying.
ST I bought them and find them pretty annoying.

Masker I bought two of them and find them pretty annoying.
Thk. BART I bought them and find them pretty annoying.

Ours I bought them and find them pretty nice.

Original Yes, they are light, and are not durable at all.
ST Yes, they are light, and are not durable at all.

Masker Yes, they are light weight, and are not durable at all.
Thk. BART Yes, they are light, and are not durable at all

Ours Yes, they are heavy, and are durable perfectly.

Original After a few days I noticed I was unusually fatigued.
ST After a few days I noticed I was unusually fatigued.

Masker After a few days of use I noticed I was unusually fatigued.
Thk. BART After a few days I noticed I was unusually fatigued.

Ours After a few days I noticed I was unusually happy.

Table 7: Case Study on Yelp and Amazon dataset. The red and blue words indicate bad and good transfer, respectively.
Texts with strikethrough( ) are a part of the original sentence whose content is not preserved in a generated sentence.
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Civil Comments (toxicity → non-toxicity)
Original Not that I don’t disagree with you but this isn’t the time or place.

Feel sorry for those 2 little babies that they had an idiot mother
ST Not that I don’t disagree with you but this isn’t the time or place.

Feel sorry for those 2 little babies that they had an idiot mother
Masker I don’t disagree with you but this isn’t the time or place.

Feel sorry for those 2 little babies that they had an idiot mother
Thk. BART Not that I don’t disagree with you but this isn’t the time or place.

Feel sorry for those 2 little babies that they had an idiot
Ours Not that I don’t disagree with you but this isn’t the time or place.

Feel sorry for those 2 little babies

Original Sorry, this may be banned, but your comment is Stupid!
ST Sorry, this may be banned, but your comment is Thanks!

Masker Sorry, this may be banned, but your comment is Stupid.
Thk. BART Sorry, this may be banned, but your comment is Stupid!

Ours Sorry, this may be banned!

Original XXXXX, I see you like your own comments. Troll on, buddy!
ST XXXXX, I see you like your own comments.

Masker XXXXX, I see you like your comments. Troll on, buddy.
Thk. BART XXXXX, I see you like your comments. Troll on, buddy!

Ours XXXXX, I see you like your own comments!

Original Asking a portfolio manager for housing advice is like asking a dentist for automotive advice. DUMB.
ST Asking a portfolio manager for housing advice is like asking a dentist for automotive advice.

Masker Asking a portfolio manager for housing advice is like asking a portfolio for for automotive advice. DB.
Thk. BART Asking a portfolio manager for housing advice is like asking a dentist for automotive advice. DUMB.

Ours Asking a portfolio manager for housing advice is like asking a dentist for automotive advice.

Table 8: Case Study on Civil Comments dataset. The red and blue words indicate bad and good transfer, respectively.
Texts with strikethrough( ) are a part of the original sentence whose content is not preserved in a generated sentence.
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